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Much has been written about our high streets and town centres over recent years. As part of our work in the Future High Street Forum we were clear we didn’t need another report to add to the pile but realised what was missing was an assessment of what was real evidence and what was conjecture, speculation and supposition.

This guide provides a valuable summary of a full and extensive assessment to bring clarity to many conflicting hypotheses as well as to highlight what we still don’t know. It emphasises the creative destruction of many of the previous concepts of what constituted such a crucial part of our local communities and most importantly, how many high streets and town centres are emerging in a different shape and undergoing a process of reinvention and re-invigoration.

We must continue to learn from what's happened so far and this report aims to help us do just that. History is far from written, the journey to a re-imagined future is already underway.

Helen Dickinson
Director General, British Retail Consortium
Member of the Future High Streets Forum
INTRODUCTION

This guide is a summary of the evidence on recent high street and town centre performance. It is designed to help those developing local policies and strategies for these areas.

British town centres and high streets have undergone dramatic change over the last decade. Few would dispute the combined impact of long-term shifts in policy, demographics and transport with the medium and shorter-term impacts of online retail and the shockwave of economic crisis on our high streets. But for those charged with understanding these changes more fully and coming up with effective responses, hard evidence is not always easy to come by.

Partly because some of these effects are very recent, and partly given changes to the types of data collected by government, our anecdotal awareness of urban change is not consistently underpinned by reliable information.

Recognising this need, the Future High Streets Forum co-commissioned with the Economic and Social Research Council (ESRC) a study of the available evidence base, led by Southampton University and funded by the ESRC.

Working with experts across the field, the Southampton study reviews what robust evidence is available on the trends impacting high streets and town centres, and provides a guide to how those trends have changed, and will continue to change, those vital commercial and social spaces. This will be invaluable for those developing local policies and strategies to sustain the economic health and vitality of town centres and high streets. The study also identifies the most significant gaps in evidence.

The short Guide is published ahead of the full Future High Streets Evidence Review and outlines the key trends impacting high streets, considering in turn:

**The perfect storm** - the combination of short and long-term factors which combined in the period 2008-12 to affect high street performance negatively - raising concerns about the economic health and vitality of these crucial anchors of local economies.

**Characteristics of centres and high streets which weathered the storm better** - including discussion of the conflicting evidence which has emerged on the roles of centre size and in particular of ‘diversity’ (measured by a larger presence of small and specialist independent stores) and the way these operate in the context of strong north-south regional variation.

**The forces of change** - the effects of the progressive rise of online retail; of competition from out-of-centre developments modified by a ‘town centres first’ policy; and of changes in consumer behaviour which can be referred to as the rise of ‘convenience culture’ - understanding that these forces not only operate separately but also together in complex ways which frequently strengthen their individual impacts.

**Managing the forces of change via institutional support** – the complexity of town centre uses, beyond purely retail, has driven the need for management across a variety of stakeholders and initiatives. But what is known of the effects of the considerable variation between centres in terms of this type of investment in enhancing the built environment and ‘streetscape’; funding for ‘town centre managers’; involvement in Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) schemes; supportive car parking policies; and investment in temporary ‘crowd-pulling’ attractors to enhance the attractiveness of the town centre/high street and to encourage spillover spending by consumers?

**Understanding behaviour to improve town centre performance** - the way town centre users ‘interact’ with the town centre environment has been demonstrated as being much more complex than a simple ‘functional’ one. In what ways is the ‘customer journey’ increasingly embracing a strong experiential aspect and what are the resulting challenges for high streets?

**Evolving and adaptive high streets** - what does the evidence suggest is likely to determine their future reconfiguration? Additionally, what are the fundamental gaps which remain in our understanding of what will determine future trajectories of UK high streets?
THE PERFECT STORM

The economic shockwave sparked by the 2007 global financial crisis exposed our town centres and high streets to a perfect storm of short, medium and long term impacts.

The shortest-term phenomenon, the sudden end of an era of cheap credit and economic buoyancy and the collapse of consumer confidence in late 2007/early 2008 was never going to leave our town centres unscathed. Many sectors, but not all, were hard hit by the depth and suddenness of the crash.

Fragile consumer confidence – which remained stubbornly negative for the next five years – together with stagnating family incomes and unsustainably high costs of doing business, were some of the factors that helped push many retailers into administration, and some into liquidation. Nearly 75,000 employees were affected by 54 major retailer failures in the peak year of 2008, and there were secondary peaks in administrations/liquidations in 2009 and 2012.

Town centres and high streets provided highly visible and graphic evidence of the scale of the economic downturn. The crash in consumer confidence in early 2008 was followed by an immediate and abrupt increase in vacancies. Vacancy measured as either a percentage of floorspace in a centre or in terms of the percentage of empty property units (voids) more than doubled over the five years from 2008 – in the case of voids rising from 7% in 2008 to a peak of 16.3% in 2012, before trending downwards as the economy began to recover, falling to 15.1% by the end of 2013.

Significantly, the shockwave also exposed and reinforced longer-term underlying forces of change which had been reconfiguring our town centres and high streets for some time. Not all those forces, it must be stressed, were negative for the high street. The period of turmoil offered new opportunities for those businesses which could change and adapt.
 WHICH CENTRES AND HIGH STREETS WEATHERED THE STORM BETTER?

Britain’s regional and local economies were in markedly different levels of economic health when the macroeconomic shockwave hit. As a result town centres and high streets in different regions responded to the challenges in significantly different ways. Some fared much better than others. At the regional scale, centres and high streets in the south were perceived to be less hard-hit by the slowdown than their northern counterparts.

But the broad north-south divide was only part of the story. Within each zone, there was noticeable variation in impact across centres of different size and composition, where composition is measured in terms of the balance of service (leisure, financial, business, medical, etc) units versus retail units, and/or in terms of the balance of small and specialised independents versus corporate providers. But to what extent has this been confirmed and extended by empirical research?

Performance of broad retail/service categories between pre-crisis & within-crisis

Available evidence remains remarkably limited on this topic – in particular, there has been little assessment of how the possible drivers of performance interact with each other. That is to say, in a way that allows the impact of each driver to be measured ‘holding all other factors constant’. Additionally, the available evidence is derived from studies which vary significantly in sample size and in which assessment is conducted over different time periods.

Nevertheless, what is available confirms the existence of a strong north-south divide and, embedded within that, significant variation between those centres supported by catchments with higher levels of disposable household income, professional/higher managerial jobs, etc (‘strong socio-economic context’) compared to the opposite (‘weak socio-economic context’).

There are also indications that centres which were more service than retail orientated may have fared relatively better, reinforcing the longer-term and wider ‘beyond retail’ trajectory of UK town centres and high streets which has seen their leisure services, entertainment and hospitality roles become progressively more important over the past 15 years.

However, the studies offer conflicting findings regarding centre size, and most significantly, differ on the critical issue of the protective effects of diversity in the sense of centres having a larger presence of small and specialist independent stores. Contrary to both expectations and initial findings from three separate research groups, forthcoming BIS research shows that centres which performed well tended to be more homogeneous than centres which under-performed. As a result, the BIS research concludes:

"A prevalence of independent stores does not look to be the reason for centres doing well in difficult circumstances."

In addition, the Evidence Review also identifies a lack of empirical evidence at the secondary centre level - defined as high streets and local ‘town’ centres within conurbations, local parades and neighbourhood centres. This is important because research from Scotland has suggested that contrary to popular opinion, some secondary centres, although widely assumed to be locationally obsolescent and under-recorded by commercial data providers, have proved far more robust to the economic crisis and recession than might be imagined.

The Scottish researchers suggest that because secondary spaces have low multiple-retail representation, and most of that in the convenience rather than the comparison sector, those spaces were simply not exposed to the same
We need to reassess what determines town centre attractiveness and performance. Both qualitative aspects (perceptions) and quantitative measures are needed to evaluate 'success'; a 'refocused' view is required – one of town centres as places of social, community and cultural economies, and not merely as shopping destinations.

type of risks as, for example, small accessible towns during the period of crisis and recession. That is to say, secondary spaces often experienced recession differently from other locations due to their relative lack of exposure to risk from business cycles.

It is also important to note that available studies vary in terms of how they measure performance. Most commonly, vacancy rates in some form - either the percentage of vacant floorspace in a centre or the percentage of empty property – have been used. But, not all vacancy is the same; long term structural vacancy has been found to have a detrimental impact on centres, affecting shoppers’ perception of the centre, routes through the centre and dwell time, whereas short term, churn-related vacancy is an essential part of centre adjustment.

In this context of limited and differing evidence on the drivers of high street performance during the economic crisis and subsequent period of austerity, practitioners charged with developing policies for their local town centres and high streets might wish to supplement what is available nationally and regionally with detailed local area studies. In doing so, they should remain sensitive to the value of exploiting locally available time series of data, and take account of the constraints which they will face resulting from the lack of coherent and consistent metrics in areas such as:

**Data Gaps – Practitioner Implications**

Retail floorspace & retail turnover – there are currently no agreed figures or time series of the amount of floorspace in the UK, or reliable estimates for retail turnover at a high street/town centre level

Footfall & expenditure distribution - we need to know how expenditure is distributed between store and online sales for major companies and how this is changing. Footfall data is commercially available for some centres but expensive to use by planners and policy makers

Accessibility & town centre performance – even though we have information on parking and transport provision at a local level, we have very little empirical evidence on the impact of accessibility on town centre performance

Statistical definitions of town centres and retail cores in them – if we want to assess/compare performance at a town centre/high street level, we need to have clear statistical definitions of their extent.

Finally – and importantly – there is an increasing recognition of the need to reassess what determines town centre attractiveness and performance. In particular, there is a need to (a) consider both qualitative aspects (perceptions) and quantitative measures of ‘success’; and (b) include a ‘refocused’ view of town centres as places of social, community and cultural interaction, not merely as shopping destinations.
THE FORCES OF CHANGE

Essentially, the macroeconomic shockwave exposed in the starkest manner the underlying forces of change which had been reconfiguring town centres and high streets for much of the previous decade. That is to say: the significant effects of the progressive rise of online sales; the impact of competition from out-of-centre retail development, which had been modified by adoption of a ‘town centres first’ development policy; and finally by a wider shift to what has been termed ‘convenience culture’.

‘what it means to shop is going to change…. [in a manner that] is going to be so far-reaching, and more rapid than we imagined’

We now examine these forces in detail, noting that, whilst of themselves extremely powerful, they also work together in complex ways which strengthen their individual impacts. Indeed, as the ‘high street crisis’ developed, some of the leading players in the UK retail sector, suggested that the way these forces are combining together had become disruptive and unpredictable.

**MEDIUM TERM**

Planning policy & institutional support
- the effect of town centre first
- the impact of business improvement districts (BIDS), town teams & Portas pilot initiatives

Off-centre retail provision
- multi-format stores providing significant competition in nearby but separate ‘centres’

**SHORT TERM**

Shockwave of economic crisis and austerity
- decreasing consumer confidence and disposable income
- effects of ‘ghost town’ centres through vacancies & football
- national geographic spread of wealth & significant ‘island economies’

**LONG TERM**

Rise of convenience culture
- shifts in perceived cost/benefits balance of ‘one-stop’ out-of-centre facilities
- convenience expressed and sought in ‘choice edited’ offer as much as proximity
- convenience sought at local/ neighbourhood level
- links to authenticity, traceability and responsible sourcing

Changing demographics & ethnicity
- an ageing & ethnically diverse population
- polarised spread of disposable income
- an increasing demand for leisure activities

The progressive rise of internet sales and the digital high street
- the impact of internet sales through substitution & modification effects
- the role of internet based networking, management & branding of ‘identity’
Competition from ‘out-of-town’ centres

Development regulation in the UK changed significantly in the mid-1990s, shifting to a town centres first position which prioritised development in established centres. Despite this, the proportion of retail space and percentage of retail sales channelled through town centres continued to fall - e.g. from 50.7% in 2003 to 45% in 2013 - whilst the share of retail sales and retail space out-of-town continued to increase.

Nevertheless, towards the end of the period new trends had become clear. Food and groceries’ share of town centre sales had increased – from 16.9% in 2007 to 24.2% in 2013 – whilst clothing and footwear had similarly reinforced its position in town centres, increasing from 20.5% to 25.4%. In addition, a period of resurgence of in-town large shopping centres (West Quay Southampton, The New Bullring, Birmingham Liverpool One, etc) was reflected in department stores’ maintaining their share of town centre sales.

**HIGHLIGHTS**

**Town centres & out-of-town competition**

1. Given the wide range of factors that influence town centre performance and their resilience to any competitive effects from out-of-centre development, it is extremely difficult to offer precise evidence of the ‘cause & effect’ relationship between town centre performance and out of town provision (both retail and leisure)

2. Evidence on the impact of large shopping centres developed in-town suggests these can act as a catalyst for change, shifting the prime pitch, but in turn weakening peripheral areas and increasing turnover/vacancy rates. However, the attraction added the town centre frequently offsets the trade diversion impacts. Careful spatial design/planning is key to strengthening the functional linkages between regenerative improvements and the existing facilities.

3. Assessing the implications of in-town retail development on the vitality of existing centres is always problematic. The alternative ‘no development’ option is rarely studied. Evidence focusing on ‘return to the high street’ trends following the policy shift to ‘town centres first’ is still sparse. Recent case studies suggest that both in-centre larger foodstores and also corporate convenience stores in small centres can play important roles in ‘clawing back’ trade that would otherwise leak out to larger urban centres, hence maintaining the viability of those centres. Linked shopping trips generated by these developments play a vital role, but more evidence is needed on these forms of interaction.

4. Case study evidence suggests that out of town leisure facilities have become popular destinations and constitute a major alternative to the city centre for night time leisure – in particular, the growth of casual dining on retail parks. However, to suggest that out of town leisure might destroy the city centre leisure economy is questionable as it fulfils a complementary role to the town centre offer.

5. Growing internet and mobile commerce, an evolving ‘convenience culture’, and accelerating petrol prices, have been influences on the recent under-performance of large out-of-town stores and retail parks, leading to property write-down and discussion about the end of the ‘space race’. This underlines the likelihood of locational obsolescence for some development sites. In contrast, the major retailers are channelling investment into ‘click and collect’ in town centres.

**IMPLICATIONS/QUESTIONS FOR TOWN CENTRES**

In-centre retail developments can help ‘anchor’ the local economy. However, these must be carefully planned and functionally integrated with the existing town centre.

Availability and cost of parking are key issues for consumers. Evidence is suggestive of an overall dissatisfaction of town centre visitors with parking facilities and costs; this could push them to shop out-of-town.

Out of town leisure fulfils a complementary role to the town centre offer. Town centre management and policy initiatives need to focus their efforts on emphasizing the distinctive nature of city centre leisure.

**WE DON’T YET KNOW…**

...the conditions for successful interaction between corporate retailers and independent town centre stores and services, like leisure. Expenditure retention and linked trips are vital – but we need to know more about how they work. How could these conditions for successful interaction be codified and communicated clearly to help decision makers?

...is the so-called retail “space race” really dead? If so, what are the implications for the town centre/high street?
The progressive rise of online retail

Online sales as a proportion of total retail spend more than tripled from 2007 to 2014. Evidence suggests great variation in sector penetration with significant substitution effects being felt by retailers of books, music & video, computer games and electricals, and with the fastest growth in penetration occurring in department stores and fashion retail. In terms of annual sales growth, food retail - because of the size of the sector - is adding the most online sales. However, the ‘threat’ to town centres from online shopping is greatest for the non-food sector.

The convenience of browsing and comparing a wide selection of products 24/7 offered by PCs and more recently on smartphones and tablets is creating new forms of consumer behaviour. To reach an increasingly digitally sophisticated and time-constrained consumer base, retailers have been forced to innovate and explore the omni-channel offer - and to embrace both click and collect services & ‘showroom’ stores. Retailers have also had to reassess their store portfolios, in many cases leading to a concentration of their activities in primary centres.

HIGHLIGHTS

Town centres in the digital era

1. Online retail has reached a point where it has become transformative. However, evidence suggests16 that town centres still hold their own, despite that increasing competition, as consumers value the immediate satisfaction of shopping in their local centre. But how can town centres compete with the convenience of online shopping? The evidence is still emerging, but it suggests there is scope to improve on the softer, experiential factors influencing consumer choice of shopping destination.

2. The growth of click & collect pushes people back to stores, suggesting that town centres can be supported by online commerce. However, the predicted increase in consumers self-collecting their online orders will depend on choice of retailers’ fulfilment options.

3. As smaller businesses that start online take over shops becoming vacant, a more varied retail landscape may emerge that moves away from ‘clone town Britain’ model. Interestingly, recent research17 reports that one in six UK SME e-retailers are planning to expand into physical stores during 2014 as they increasingly feel the pressure from online competition for sales.

4. The proportion of users accessing the internet via mobile phones more than doubled between 2010 & 201318. Six in 10 adults use a device such as mobile phone or a tablet to access the Internet ‘on the go’ – 17% of the 65+ age group is currently using mobile internet and this is expected to grow fast – confirming that on the go technologies are not limited to younger age groups. However, more robust evidence is needed on the effectiveness of the adoption of on-the-go technologies as a means to boost town centre vitality.

5. Multichannel reality offers significant opportunities for innovation on the high street. Early evidence19 suggests that town centre management has an important role to play in the new digital era, to ensure that internet supports - rather than replaces - the town centre experience.

IMPLICATIONS/QUESTIONS FOR TOWN CENTRES

Big retail chains have seen the benefit of embracing the multichannel future. But what about smaller independent retailers and service providers? How can they access the necessary specialist knowledge to succeed in a digital era?

Does your town centre facilitate combining conventional trips to the town centre with click & collect? Evidence suggests that consumers welcome click & collect in easily accessible points. How are you exploiting that to ensure the viability of your centre and to attract additional brands and services on your high street?

Have you considered using town centre collection ‘cafes’ where online orders could be picked up during or at the end of shopping trips? Reports suggest that this idea could be piloted using an existing town centre facility (e.g. a coffee shop or bar) with available space, which would create an additional opportunity for social interaction for shoppers.

The disparity between investment and operation costs of physical and purely online retailers has implications for competitiveness. The business rates system has been subject to considerable discussion and ministerial action relating to recommendations by the Future High Streets Forum.

WE DON’T YET KNOW…

…whether -and how- the adoption of on the go technologies can boost town centre vitality.

…which location-based online tools really work in engaging local communities?

…how the success of retail centres may be based on their engagement with IT and communication technologies? We also need to understand how differences in IT literacy among catchments, shapes the performance of retail centres.
An evolving ‘convenience culture’

What consumers define as ‘convenience’ is rooted in the valuation they place on time and the trade-off they are prepared to accept between the costs and benefits of certain types of retail structure. That trade-off constantly evolves – in some periods slowly and incrementally, in others rapidly and disruptively.

Evidence suggests some groups of consumers being less convinced by the definitions of ‘convenience’ which held during 1960s to 1990s, specifically the costs versus benefits balance of ‘one-stop’ out-of-centre facilities. Instead, those groups seek ‘convenience’ at the ‘local’ level and are predisposed towards relocasing aspects of their routine shopping and broader consumption behaviour. This is particularly the case if businesses can supply either a ‘choice-edited’ neighbourhood version of the range and quality of the out-of-town offer, or alternatively if they can provide something specialist and/or rooted in the local community. Clearly these forces of change are potentially highly supportive of the future of the high street.

HIGHLIGHTS

Town centres & the rise of convenience culture

1. The real impact of ‘convenience culture’ can be seen in the combined effects of online shopping and new generation convenience store use. One has its main effects in the context of primary/main shopping trips, whilst the impacts of the other are shown in top-up shopping behaviour. However, it is the way these work together which is proving to be of a scale sufficient to be disruptive – but more positive than negative for the future economic health of the high street.

2. Convenience retail in town centres/high streets, both independently and corporately owned, has experienced significant growth over the past 15 years – a growth sustained during the economic crisis and subsequent period of austerity. Indeed, recent research suggests that over the next five years from 2014, convenience store sales and market share will continue to grow strongly – increasing to account for 24.1% of the grocery market by 2019. In contrast, the market share of superstores and hypermarkets is expected to fall over the same period from 42.2% to 34.9%. These sustained shifts in the market are too large to reflect merely a reactive response of consumers to new opportunities presented by the move of corporate food retailers into the convenience sector. They also reflect more fundamental shifts in the valuation of convenience and the proactive response of retailers - both corporate and independent - to those trends.

3. The aspect of evolving convenience culture which links convenience to the ‘local’ and to ‘community’, predisposes the consumer groups which are driving its evolution to value authenticity, traceability, and sourcing which is both responsible and ethical. In addition, those groups expect the major retailers to reflect consumer expectations regarding the social and community responsibilities of leading retailers. These are complex and intertwined issues, but essential to any reading of future high street reinvention and reconfiguration.

IMPLICATIONS/QUESTIONS FOR TOWN CENTRES

How well do you know your local demographics? (age, ethnic composition, income, etc…). Has your high street become more diverse over the last decade? How is that revealed and how does this relate to an evolving convenience culture?

Does your town centre have a dedicated website? If so, does it provide up-to-date information on local shops (sales, offers, shopping events, parking, closures)? Evidence suggests that convenience-seeking customers are deterred from visiting the town centre if they don’t have a seamless shopping experience.

What local evidence is there to suggest that convenience stores support high street performance in your area? What local evidence is there on how consumers link their shopping trips to these new stores with existing stores in the town centre?

Consumers increasingly value authenticity, traceability and ethical sourcing. How are local businesses – both retail and service providers (i.e. local cafes, restaurants) responding to these changing consumer expectations?

WE DON’T YET KNOW…

…emerging from this great recession of 2008-2013 we don’t yet know - as the economy grows - whether the cost vs benefits balance of one-stop shopping will re-emerge.

…to what extent and in what ways the evolving convenience culture & ethnic super-diversity of urban high streets are interlinked?

…how strong and long-lasting are the recent trends towards authenticity, traceability and responsible sourcing. To what extent have they been reinforced by or alternatively held back by recession?
MANAGING THE FORCES OF CHANGE BY INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

Centres vary considerably in terms of investment in the design and maintenance of the built environment and ‘streetscape’; funding of a ‘town centre manager’; involvement in Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) schemes; supportive car parking policies; encouragement (perhaps by incentives) of the entry of key ‘magnet stores’ and/or investment in temporary ‘crowd-pulling’ attractors to enhance the attractiveness of the town centre/high street and to encourage spill-over spending by consumers.

Over the past decade, town centres and high streets have been increasingly shaped by active place making, with Town Centre Management (TCM) evolving in purpose and methods - with the ATCM playing a key role. The shockwave of the economic crisis was therefore filtered through local institutional structures supportive or less supportive of those centres, their business-practice environments and their entrepreneurial cultures.

HIGHLIGHTS

Managing the forces of change by institutional support

1. The complexity of town centre uses, beyond purely retail, is driving the need for management across a variety of stakeholders and initiatives. Well-managed centres should be expected to perform better. Business Improvement Districts (BIDs) in particular are a key public-private partnership initiative shaping high street activity. Despite limited statutory powers, BIDs have proved a tangible and repeatable method by which commercial business in specified areas agree, co-ordinate and monitor communal improvements, paid for by an extra tax levy.

2. Aside from BIDs, a series of other strategies have evolved, including Town Teams, Neighbourhood plans, and Local Strategic Partnerships amongst others, which in their essence aim to bring together multiple stakeholders in a town centre to coordinate collective action.

3. Town centres are slowly exploiting the opportunities offered from adopting new technologies. The evidence is still emerging but early case study evidence suggests that schemes like ATCM’s Digital High Street Programme22 – and online platforms - such as myhigh.st – are successfully promoting and assisting town centres and independent retailers operating in those centres. Additionally those platforms seem to provide an effective means of engaging local consumers and make them part of the re-shaping of their local high streets.

4. Research suggests that shoppers can be deterred from engaging in the town centres’ evening economy due to perceived safety issues, the lack of transport infrastructure and the associated costs of travelling and continuation of daytime parking fees into the evening. Preliminary evidence is emerging23 suggesting how this gap can be addressed via active management of town centres after dark increasing visitor confidence and changing perceptions. For instance, the ATCM Purple Flag accreditation for town centre night time experience has produced increased footfall across participant centres year on year in places implementing a night time BID.

IMPLICATIONS/QUESTIONS FOR TOWN CENTRES

Many local authorities, including those awarded the Purple Flag status, are taking positive steps to reap the benefits of a thriving night time economy; But what would your ideal high street look like, and how could it be managed to ensure safety, enjoyment and repeat visits from your specific local demographic group as well as from visitors?

Planning for the transition from day to evening economy can help local businesses take advantage of available opportunities. Have you explored with your local retailers and leisure/hospitality businesses the possibility of later closing times or the hosting of activities on your highstreet? These initiatives could entice town centre visitors and those working in the centre to stay a little longer, increasing custom for local businesses and possibly easing congestion in the centre.

WE DON’T YET KNOW…

… Despite the move towards increasing Town Centre Management in various forms, little empirical evidence exists on its impacts on town centre performance, particularly evidence that is comparative, longitudinal and national in extent. In light of the trends towards local extra-statutory decision making and action, further impact testing is essential.

… Several reports on the future of UK high streets are providing recommendations on how the ‘digitisation’ of town centres can enhance their vitality – however, more robust evidence is needed on the success of relevant schemes. In addition, existing evidence on whether consumers and town centre visitors would value the availability of such platforms and technologies is very limited.
Despite the challenges of out-of-town and online retailing, evidence suggests\(^{26}\) that the majority of town centre users still continue to favour high streets and town centres as main shopping destinations for health, beauty and personal care products, clothing and footwear and for top-up grocery shopping. Available research also provides evidence of the complex role of the high street, beyond retail as a destination for personal finance, medical and educational services, as well as health and beauty services.

Moreover, the way consumers interact with the town centre environment has been demonstrated as being much more complex than a simple ‘functional’ one. Evidence of the town centre adjustment to an increasingly digital future is still emerging, but it is clear that the customer experience journey has become far more complex and increasingly embraces a strong experiential aspect.

### Highlights

**User perceptions of town centres and high streets: shifting expectations, changing challenges**

1. Evidence suggests\(^{27}\) that consumers are prepared to ‘switch’ their shopping from out-of-town locations to town centres when offered a wide range and quality of goods (both food and non-food). Case study evidence also suggests that people prefer town centres and high streets when purchasing pharmaceutical and beauty products, indicating the importance of chemists as a town centre retail destination. In addition, clothing and footwear still operates as a key anchor retail category and a top destination for shopping in-town.

2. Research suggests that when visiting a town centre for shopping, people want a trouble-free, ‘functional’ visit. However, that research shows that, simultaneously, when people choose a shopping destination, they also value softer, experiential “touch points”\(^{28}\) - including the social interaction and leisure opportunities, the personal service they receive, the atmosphere and green spaces, the outdoor events and markets. These ‘softer’ factors were also highlighted by the Portas Review as drivers of regeneration.

3. Social activity not only enhances a town centre shopping visit, but it also translates into added value in terms of time and money spent in the town centre. Recent evidence shows that consumers shopping with others spend significantly more, increasing their dwell time, than when shopping alone\(^{29}\).

4. Recent research\(^{30}\) demonstrates that the presence of coffee shops typically boosts local high street economies by 2 to 4% through a combination of increased footfall and dwell time. This research suggests that 58% of the 2,000 consumers surveyed planned to visit coffee shops – branded as well as independent – as part of their trip to the high street.

5. Case study research which combines both experiential and functional ‘touch points’ to examine how customers perceive their town centres as destinations, confirms that one size does not fit all\(^{31}\). Smaller centres appear to perform better in terms of experiential factors that customers value, such as town centre atmosphere and customer service, while bigger centres do better when it comes to functional aspects like parking provision and information on town centre stores and facilities.

6. Conversely, when reporting reasons for not achieving their purpose during a visit to the town centre, the lack of choice and problems of stock are the main sources of customer dissatisfaction. Additionally, the overrepresentation of certain types of stores/services on the high street, (i.e. charity shops, estate agents) is a continuing source of consumer concern\(^{32}\).

### Implications/Questions for Town Centres

Initiatives like linked promotions/offers for the combined use of local retailers and leisure & service providers, together with investment in placemaking activities is a significant help in collectively strengthening consumers’ experiences in the town centre.

How are your local businesses performing in terms of customer service, stock management and other business skills? Does your LA provide incentives to local businesses to deliver a high-quality service? These are extremely important aspects of the customer experience. Have you considered the creation of a ‘Business and enterprise hub’ in your town centre? This could help local businesses get the training they need and could promote enterprise and innovation.

The use of heat maps which illustrate the areas and stores most frequently visited is a useful tool. Producing and analysing these maps can enable town centre management teams to focus their efforts in attracting customers to regularly ‘under-visited’ and ‘under-shopped’ areas through, for instance, targeted promotions and increased and clear signage.

---

**WE DON’T YET KNOW…**

... the best way to measure consumer attitudes and perceptions of town centres. Such measures are needed in order to track changing consumer behaviour consistently over a period of time that can be implemented for example by town centre managers.

... how consumers use and interact with functional and experiential ‘touch-points’ within town centre journeys. Additionally, evidence is still modest on how online behaviour can link better with the use of physical facilities in the town centre.

... how customers perceive attractiveness of centres and high streets in an increasingly digital environment; in particular there is lack of research that integrates the quantitative measures based on utility for the customer, and qualitative measures from customer image perceptions, into a combined measure of attractiveness.
ENHANCING TOWN CENTRE EXPERIENCE. CASE STUDY: LOUGHBOROUGH

The market town of Loughborough is an example of a BID team working with researchers at its university to use consumer insights to drive town centre strategy. For example: identifying opportunities for Business and Enterprise meeting hub, centralised retail training involving students as digital advisors and using shopper ‘hotspot’ information to re-route pedestrians. In this way, town centres can use technology to support retailers to enhance the customers’ experience of the town centre.

Example of a ‘Heat Map’

Large red circles show most activity or ‘hotspots’
Blue dots represent town centres areas with least visit activity (cold spots)
Orange represents medium activity areas.
No dots indicates no interaction recorded

TOWN CENTRE MANAGEMENT EMBRACING ONLINE. CASE STUDY: MANSFIELD

The case study of Mansfield BID reported in Distressed Property Taskforce Report (2013) is an example of the successful implementation of online platforms as part of the town centre management toolkit. By employing ATCM’s Spacehive platform, the Mansfield BID has been successful in providing (via crowdfunding) free in-town Wi-Fi, alongside a website - which includes an interactive town map - and a town centre app. Reports suggest that, since then, Mansfield town centre has witnessed a 98% increase in website hits along with 10% increase in footfall and 7.4% increase in town centre expenditure.

60% of town centre routes are habitual

“Depending on my reason for going to the Town Centre I would park in the relevant car park nearest to the store I needed.”

“If some of the empty properties down the side streets were occupied I would change my route.”

“I try to avoid the main route because of traffic.”

“I don’t think the town centre is very well signposted, so you don’t know what shops are available. There are a lot of shops at the back of the High Street - shops on side streets which you could be made more aware of.”
High streets have always been dynamic and adaptive and have constantly been reshaped by periodic economic and competitive shocks. As the UK economy moves into more sustained recovery and town centres and high streets gradually emerge from crisis, what does the evidence suggest is likely to shape their future reconfiguration?

On the one hand, it is clear that the crisis triggered by the economic shockwave has had significant effects and that urban centres subjected to powerful reconfiguration pressures will not simply revert back to pre-crisis forms – particularly nostalgic images of those forms. On the other hand, evidence is accumulating that the country’s High Streets continue to evolve to play the changing roles required of them by residents, workers, visitors and their competitive context.

At the heart of that evolution will be a continuation in many town centres and high streets of the long-term structural shift away from retail provision to services of all types, but especially leisure (e.g. bars and cafes), health and beauty, and medical-related services – a shift observed in several studies over the past decade.

We also anticipate a continued rationalisation of non-sustainable retail spaces – albeit that we accept the logic of the research from Scotland that secondary retail spaces of local centres, shopping parades and peripheral streets, have in certain cases proved far more robust to the economic crisis and recession than might be imagined.

The biggest challenge for future policy, lies in exploiting an understanding that successful high streets are those which promote new forms of complementary relationships. In particular, relationships:

- **between online retail and the traditional store**

Despite the clear substitution effects from online retail in some retail categories, where the perception of terminal crisis seems increasingly appropriate, in other retail categories the adoption of multichannel can be complementary to physical stores whereby new technologies and online/on-the go shopping can support the transformation of town centres and high streets. Indeed, latest figures show the UK leading the way with 35% of online shoppers using self-collect and poised to double within the next three years.

(…)rather than taking shoppers away, the internet is pushing people back to shops with the growth of click and collect.

Hugo Clarke, Deloitte, April 2014

Understanding the significance of these new complementarities is essential, not least to inform institutional support for the high street and for town centre managers. The potential for online tools, hubs and connectivity to attract visitors (and persuade them to remain) has become essential to the role of those managers.

There is also an important need to work in networks with other town centre stakeholders – community groups, retailers, service providers - maximising the opportunities offered by new technologies and learning from retailers who have successfully managed customer experience seamlessly across multiple channels is key.

What is clear is that there are still significant evidence gaps relating to the effect of technological innovation on the high street. We still don’t know which of these emergent phenomena will have greatest lasting impact – i.e. will the fast adoption of on-the-go technologies, and/or the community-based online tools that some LAs are currently embracing to promote regeneration, have the most important role to play in enhancing town centre vitality?

---

**Evolving and Adaptive High Streets**

“Far from being dead, the High Street appears to be showing great resilience and a capacity for re-invention”

Hugo Clarke, Deloitte, April 2014

At the heart of that evolution will be a continuation in many town centres and high streets of the long-term structural shift away from retail provision to services of all types, but especially leisure (e.g. bars and cafes), health and beauty, and medical-related services – a shift observed in several studies over the past decade.

We also anticipate a continued rationalisation of non-sustainable retail spaces – albeit that we accept the logic of the research from Scotland that secondary retail spaces of local centres, shopping parades and peripheral streets, have in certain cases proved far more robust to the economic crisis and recession than might be imagined.

The biggest challenge for future policy, lies in exploiting an understanding that successful high streets are those which promote new forms of complementary relationships. In particular, relationships:
With the plethora of online tools available and the speed with which these are adopted by retailers, we are at risk of overestimating the effect of technology in the short run, while underestimating it for the longer run. In addition, there are risks from ‘rushing’ to engage with new sophisticated technologies as it could lead to some population groups – i.e. the older population segment which are currently driving the growth in online sales– being marginalised if they are unable to embrace it.

What do people say?

“Ease of access, ease of information. If you can find out what’s happening on your phone then you’re much more likely to do it.”

“[Shopping online] you don’t get to see the smaller, independent shops or boutique shops. So I’ll go through phases where I’ll shop online for a while and then kind of miss going into the town centre.”

*Town centre respondents – Loughborough University study (2014)*

- **between corporate retailers & small and specialist independent stores and services**

Contrary to popular opinion, evidence suggests that local independent small and specialist stores together with service providers can co-exist with and indeed benefit from the presence of corporate outlets, given their mutual dependence on retaining and clawing back expenditure which might otherwise be lost to competing centres. Evidence is suggestive of emerging forms of **symbiotic relationships** between corporate retailers and local independent stores – though to our knowledge there have been no large-scale systematic empirical studies designed specifically to assess this issue.

People value range and diversity of offer but additionally (and arguably increasingly) value convenience – where convenience involves a ‘choice edited’ offer as much as it does proximity. The continued growth of both corporate and independent convenience stores has been repeatedly detected in many studies, most recently +8% and +17% respectively between 2011-13 – additionally a strong trend first identified by the Competition Commission’s investigations in 2007/8, alongside a strong trend toward **relocalisation**. In addition, there is persistent evidence that certain categories of small & specialist retailers such as artisanal bakers, butchers, and tea and coffee merchants are showing signs of modest resurgence.

Recent evidence from the comparison (non-food) goods sector similarly indicates that independent retailers are increasing in number relative to corporates (+2% and -5.2% respectively between 2011-13*). Indeed, the British Independent Retail Association (BIRA) reported in April 2014 that seven out of ten independent retailers were confident in the trading year ahead of them, the highest level since the recession*. Indeed, 56% of BIRA members reported higher sales for the first three months of 2014 than in the matching quarter of 2013. Businesses such as independent department stores, clothing and footwear; gift shops, books shops and garden suppliers, have all reported growth.

People value range and diversity of offer but, additionally & increasingly, value convenience – where convenience involves a ‘choice edited’ offer as much as it does proximity.
What do people say?

“I just never came to the town before the new foodstore came, I always went to Taunton whereas now I come this way which is slightly nearer, and therefore I use the town shops whereas before I never did… I came because of the new foodstore and now I use the town.”

Out-of-town resident – (Somerset Market Town)*

“It (the foodstore) is big enough for the area its serving. If it had been bigger I think it would have been too much for the town it would have taken over the town completely. Whereas the way they’ve worked it, it’s actually complementary to the town. The shops you’ve got in town are not the same as what you’ve got in the foodstore… you really have got the best of both worlds.”

Market town resident – (Somerset)*

*University of Southampton study on foodstore development impacts on UK market towns (2010)43

• between high streets as retail spaces and high streets as spaces for leisure, service provision and social interaction

Long-term shifts towards high streets which are more orientated to service provision than retail can be expected to continue. Recent research44 shows that health & beauty services (nail salons, hairdressers & barbers, tattoo parlours) continue to grow strongly - by +10.4% in the period 2011-2013.

Consumer spending on leisure is projected to increase further over the next ten years, with restaurants, cafes and gyms continuing their growth. Other services like pawnbrokers and betting shops have experienced recession-related differential growth (+17% in one recent study covering the period 2011-2013). As a result, their growth can be expected to slow as economic growth becomes re-established.

“(…) the buzz of the market place is central to our human needs to forage and interact”

Martin Hayward, Hayward Strategy & Futures, August 2013

Change in leisure service categories – pre-crisis and within crisis

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Category</th>
<th>North</th>
<th>South</th>
<th>Avg across sample</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Restaurants</td>
<td>5.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cafes</td>
<td></td>
<td>13.2%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast Food &amp; Takeaways</td>
<td>4.6%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pubs &amp; Bars</td>
<td>0.3%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hotels &amp; Guests Houses</td>
<td>2.5%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sport &amp; Leisure</td>
<td>3.9%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Wrigley and Dolega 2011

Evidence suggests that the ‘leisure aspect’ of shopping trips is a significant driver of footfall; additionally, the leisure offer increases not only dwell time, but also the average spent during trips to town centres and high street45. Local businesses are increasingly seeing the benefits of the leisure offer on their high streets to their individual trading46. Additionally, people more and more see the value of leisure spaces – spaces for casual dining like cafes, pubs etc - as community meeting hubs and spaces for mobile working and networking.
High Street Performance and Evolution: A brief guide to the evidence

Coffee shops uplift to local trading, 2010-2014

In your opinion, do local coffee shops help attract more people to your business (% respondents)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>2010</th>
<th>2014</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Yes, they attract more people</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>58%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neutral</td>
<td>25%</td>
<td>59%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No, they discourage people</td>
<td>2%</td>
<td>0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Do not know</td>
<td>1%</td>
<td>17%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Allegra Strategies

However, these daytime leisure activities which potentially play an important role in the reconfiguration of town centres and high streets, are only one part of the picture. The evening economy of town centres and high streets remains an undeveloped area of research. What evidence there is largely focuses on the lack of public transport options and safety issues in the evening. That is to say, on the barriers that deter people from using the centres after hours. Far more empirical work is clearly needed on the complex and interlinked nature of attractors in centres with successful evening economies.

What do people say?

“...They should consider allowing people to park their cars overnight for a nominal fee of £5 and introduce a taxi rank to local villages...”

*Town centre respondents – Loughborough University study (2014)*

Moreover, as the population of the UK ages (see below) town centres will need to adapt in order to cater for the growth of that ageing population. Appropriately-sited and well-connected/accessible healthcare facilities & services, as well as social and community facilities are likely to become increasingly important issues.

Overall, what becomes clear from the evidence reviewed is that the “experiential” side of the town centre journey – that is to say, social interaction, visits to cafes and cultural activities, together with the overall town centre atmosphere – heighten enjoyment, increase dwell time and spend in centres, and deter consumers from resorting to online alternatives.
In the light of these findings, it is a priority to understand more fully what users perceive to constitute an ‘attractive’ town centre. This should be done in a way that allows quantitative (functional) and qualitative (experiential) measures to be combined meaningfully – in this way revealing the drivers of visitor perceptions most likely to enhance urban vitality.

**One size does not fit all**

The population of the UK is growing strongly (forecast to reach around 73 million by 2035\(^{48}\)) and is changing composition in terms of age structure, ethnicity and household structure. In simple terms, the average age is rising with those aged 65 and over expected to have increased by 43% by 2030. It is also becoming more ethnically diverse as a result of net inward migration.

The evidence we have reviewed on future high street reconfiguration is subject to important geographical differentiation, reflecting long-term structural imbalances between regional economies, together with strong differentiation within individual regional economies themselves (metropolitan core vs periphery).

It is also impacted by the way that differentiation is compounded by geographical variation in levels of inward migration and age composition. For example, the impact of ethnic inward migration was initially seen particularly strongly in high streets of London and the South East, producing the phenomenon of the ‘Polish grocer’.

Similarly, the ageing population demands high streets to adapt in order to meet the mobility and accessibility needs of these groups. However, how those adaptations might develop to serve the needs of catchments with very different proportions of older groups is yet little documented.

As a result, the adaptive resilience we highlight in town centres and high streets can be expected to exhibit pronounced regional variation – the scale and nature of which is as yet little documented. In addition, complex intra-regional variation will inevitably characterise the evolution of UK high streets.

Understanding how a particular town centre or high street fits into these structures and what makes it perform relatively better or worse than its peers remains a key question.
How town centres are surprising us all: the need to challenge myths on the state of the high street

Town centres and high streets can be viewed as highly complex urban ecosystems with myriad capacities to adjust to change - however rapid and disruptive that change might be. The recent trends and main drivers of recent high street change are now well known - not least as a result of how different interests have generated and informed public debate. There is also wider appreciation of the ways in which long-term (‘slow burner’) drivers such as ‘digital consumption’ in the broader sense, or the changing consumer expectations which underlie what we have termed ‘convenience culture’, combine in complex ways with short-term ‘cyclical’ forces to produce adaptations which are both unexpected and difficult to read and predict.

The research we have reviewed for this report often mirrors that sense of the complex and unexpected. Above all it challenges the notion of the decimation of the UK high street - and reveals a surprising degree of adaptive resilience. It is a position which we note has increasing support.

For example, recent research by Deloitte traced the fate of nearly 5,900 shops that were affected by administrations since 2009, and showed that high street vacancies have been filled more successfully than those in out-of-town shopping centres and out-of-town retail parks. These surprising results were seen by Deloitte as ‘challenging a number of myths around the state of the high street’. Clearly, however, this is only one small study and indicator, and ultimately, academic research will determine what has ‘worked’ (or will in future) using robust and replicable techniques.

Nevertheless, we also note the spirit and tone of the Deloitte conclusions being mirrored in other recently published reports - both academic and those commissioned from commercial research consultancies. For example, a UCL research team reinforced our own position by concluding that ‘high streets are alive’ and ‘high streets are adaptable’ - while soon to be published research commissioned by BIS suggests ‘high streets seem to be faring well in the post-recession era’.

The sense of our review then is that the same adaptive flexibility which has kept our urban centres alive over centuries – is still a creative presence. Clearly, as this review has highlighted, not all centres are showing the same capacity to adapt, both to disruptive change and to longer-term trends affecting their performance. Additionally, supportive or unsupportive local institutional structures can impact the centres’ capacity for reorganisation and creation of a sustainable trajectory for growth. However, new opportunities are undoubtedly being created for the UK high street out of the problems of the economic crisis, and there is a necessity to challenge a number of myths which have been popularly accepted about the state of these vital commercial and social spaces.

Nevertheless, an assessment of the drivers of change in the performance of UK high streets is held back by the lack of ‘open’ data. The constraints of this will become particularly pressing when the evaluation of the experiments - e.g. the Portas Pilots - to establish ‘what works’ in the recreation of the vitality of centres and high streets becomes a priority.
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